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3.Hengst  Work smarter | Leading in Filtration

As a family business and internationally positioned 
developer/manufacturer of technologically leading fil-
ter solutions we dedicate ourselves to this vision. Our 
aim is to protect people, machines and systems whilst 
conserving resources and improving the living condi-
tions on our planet.

Our innovative strength along with a dynamic start-up 
culture combined with highly professional organiza-
tional structures and operational excellence makes us 
one of the most attractive and successful partners on 
the market.

This is why “Work smarter” is more than just a ser-
vice promise. It is our message to industry, trade and 
workshop that we will remain successful - today and 
in the future - with our ideas and intelligent solutions.

„MAKING OUR PLANET A PURER PLACE.“

Owner



From industry to trade through to private households –  
dependable air and fluid filtration plays a crucial role 
in ensuring the functional reliability of technical equip-
ment and devices as well as the protection of health 
and the environment. And since every filtration sce-
nario brings its own challenges, our products are nev-
er “off the shelf”. We develop individual solutions that 
are precisely tailored to your specific requirements 
and operating conditions – right down to the last detail.

Whether you require air or liquid filtration, require a 
simple flat filter element or a complex filter module – 
we are the only contact you will need – from the devel-
opment of high-quality solutions to the cost-efficient 
series production.

Our use of cutting-edge development tools and the lat-
est testing equipment enables us to supply you with 
high quality products that integrate perfectly into your 
system, giving you a decisive competitive edge.

Here we are thinking much further than just separa-
tion and pressure loss. For instance, we apply intelli-
gent product design to attain maximum performance 
and utilize the installation space to the maximum in an 
effort to achieve compelling economy, straightforward 
handling and safe and correct handling at all times. 
At the same time the high quality of our materials and 
workmanship make our products exceptionally dura-
ble and resilient. Arguments that well-known custom-
ers rely on.

Benchmark for Filtration. 
Engineering in Perfection.

Innovative filtration technology for industrial and private applications |  
engineering know-how | optimum performance | high reliability | ergo-
nomics | long-term protection of health and the environment | investment 
security

Hengst  Work smarter | Engineering expertise 5.

Design and function 
at the highest level. 



The name Hengst is synonymous with first class ex-
pertise in the development and production of “state of 
the art” filtration and fluid management systems for 
the automotive and engine industry as well as for ap-
plications in industrial and consumer goods section. 

With this production expertise, we are able to offer you 
a comprehensive range of services from high volume 
“just-in-time” deliveries to custom made small series.
On the basis of our high production depth and “state- 
of-the-art” technology, we guarantee quality and cost- 
optimized solutions right down to the last detail.

Our capabilities are virtually limitless: 1K and 2K in-
jection molding technology capable of handling every-
thing from polyamide to ABS to polypropylene, sealing 
systems ranging from o-rings to voluminous PUR foam 
seals, and hard or soft seals spanning a wide range 
from residue-free adhesives to self-cross-linking and 
high-temperature-resistant adhesive systems.

Backed by this extensive range of capabilities, we  
guarantee filtration solutions that leave nothing to be  
desired and will, if requested, furnish your filter com-
ponents with labels and color schemes that are sure 
to match your product specifications to the last detail.

7.Hengst  Work smarter | Manufacturing expertise 

Generate an Advantage. 
Customer-oriented 
Production.
Design-to-Cost engineering | real-world simulations and comprehensive 
function tests | from individual small series to high “just-in-time” volumes |  
flat hierarchies and efficient processes | Customized Branding 
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Quality in any 
Shape and Form. 
From Medium 
to Design.

Unsurpassed workmanship
The perfect interaction of filter medium and con-
struction guarantees maximum stability, optimal use 
of the filter surface and thus perfect flawless oper-
ation. By choosing the appropriate medium, we en-
sure that the standards relevant to you are optimally 
fulfilled. These relevant standards include occupa-
tional health and safety according to the IFA M or IFA 
H standard and the HEPA filter classes according to 
EN1822:2009.

Optimized filter design
The intelligent, ergonomic design of our filters en-
sures a long service life, a long lifetime and low dif-
ferential pressures with consistently high perfor-
mance. Additionally, it offers convincing service and 
cost advantages and guarantees safe and effortless 
handling.

Selected filter media 
Our comprehensive filter media portfolio covers both af-
fordable cellulose products to fully synthetic membrane 
media, allowing us to meet the requirements of nearly 
any project conceivable. You can be certain that we have 
the solution you need to meet any filtration challenge – 
whether your focus is on particle separation or emission 
reduction. What is more, we can impart flame-retardant 
and anti-static properties to filters that are used in par-
ticularly harsh conditions.

Filter media for any application | 
equipment for special require-
ments | Health and Safety accor-
ding to IFA M and IFA H | HEPA filter 
classes according to EN1822:2009 | 
optimum matching of medium and 
design | safe handling 

Hengst  Work smarter | Quality
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Strong Lineup. 
For any Requirement.



Aside from the dust bag, your vacuum cleaner houses 
additional filters that require regular cleaning or 
replacement. Hengst Filter are constructed in a man-
ner that keeps the dirt where it belongs.

The central filter securely retains the dirt that has 
been vacuumed up in the dust box. It can be cleaned 
automatically or manually. If required the filter can be 
washed and, if maintained properly, will live as long as 
your vacuum cleaner.

The motor protective filter fends off sharp-edged 
or sticky particles if dust bags burst or are inserted 
improperly. It is imperative to replace this filter if da-
maged.

The exhaust filter purifies the exhaust air, ensuring 
that the emissions of the vacuum cleaner comply with 
the relevant specifications. For improved odor control, 
it can also be equipped with activated charcoal and de-
signed – depending on the model – as a lifetime filter.
Thanks to their precise fitting, our filter systems lay 

the groundwork for maximum suction power and out-
side air purity. 

Air purifiers usually have a modular design with multi-
ple stages. Thus they achieve maximum filtration per-
formance with minimum differential pressure and long 
service life with long intervals between maintenance. 

During the first stage, coarse dust filter mats with-
hold coarse components such as leaves and hairs.
They protect downstream filters from contamination 
and clogging and can be easily cleaned.

The downstream fine dust filter purifies the exhaust 
air in accordance with the corresponding specification; 
if requested, we can also provide this type of filter 
as a washable model. If a reduction of odorous and 
harmful substances and further improved air quality 
is required we can combine these filters with activa- 
ted carbon filters, which can be tuned to eliminate  
noxious gases such as formaldehyde and NOx.

13.Hengst  Work smarter | Hygiene for the home 

Comfortable Hygiene. 
For the Home.
Filters for vacuum cleaners and air purifiers: 
First-rate filtration performance | reliable operation and handling | 
long lifetime | effective odor control | outstanding energy efficiency | 
improved air quality | dependable protection of equipment and the en-
vironment | clean changes of the filter elements

Hengst filter sytems operate with low differential pressure, thus improving the 
energy efficiency of the respective device. They attain long service life and minimize 
exhaust noise whilst remaining in compliance with stringent emission classes thanks 
to their high separation efficiency.
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Clean Solutions. 
For Trade and 
Industry.

Main and central filters for professional vacuum 
cleaners collect the sucked and filtered material in a 
dust container or an inserted bag. We design them for 
various vacuum cleaner types in the appropriate de-
signs as round or flat filters. In line with your specific 
requirements, we add additional properties such as 
resistance to water and oil or make them flame-retar-
dant when the filters are used in ash vacuum cleaners.

You can, furthermore, choose between a manual and 
an automatic cleaning option as well as a washable 
version. The efficiency of the filter can be tuned until it 
matches your specific application perfectly.

In addition, exhaust filters retain the engine‘s emissi-
ons so you can safely use your vacuum cleaner even in 
areas with strict hygiene requirements.

Dust boxes for electric power tools enable the clean 
use of power drills and grinders without the need to 
connect a vacuum cleaner – even in the most uncom-
promising conditions. We adapt our filters precisely 
to the efficiency levels required, their housings to the 
specific conditions of use and the customer‘s design 
specifications. They can be easily cleaned and achie-
ve exceedingly long periods of service life and main-
tenance intervals.

Hengst filter solutions can be modified to meet 
the specific requirements set out in the IFA and 
the OSHA regulations. 

Filters for vacuum cleaners and electric tools: 
Outstanding filter effectiveness | functional reliability of systems and  
equipment | exceedingly easy to clean and safe to handle | unmatched 
economy | long service life | conformity with health & safety regulations,  
hygiene regulations and OSHA regulations
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Our flat filters for filter fans, such as those used for 
air conditioning in server rooms and switch cabinets, 
protect sensitive electronic components from contami-
nation caused by dust and foreign particles and offer 
the additional benefit of reliable splash protection up 
to class IP55. 

In radiant heaters, among other things for the heating 
of animal stables, our intake filters guarantee partic-
le-free combustion air and thus a clean and even ra-
diant power.

To allow burners in heating systems to reach their op-
timum efficiency, the heating oil must be of the highest 
possible degree of purity. Capable of filtering out ne-
arly all contaminants, the oil filters we have developed 
play a major role in accomplishing efficient, low-resi-
due combustion and have therefore significantly lon-
ger maintenance intervals.

Protection of Investments 
and the Environment. 
For Machinery and Plant 
Engineering.

Hengst  Work smarter | Machinery and plant engineering 

Filters for electronic components, heating equipment and compressors: 
Customized solutions | filters for various filtration tasks | perfect functional 
reliability | protection against contamination | filtration and separation | ext-
reme resilience | long service life | ease of maintenance and service

• Filters for a variety of media (air, oil, fuel, water)
• Custom-made production (splash water, rust particles, fibres)
• From filtration to separation (separation for reuse)

Our solutions for you – 
feel free to contact us!
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Camden, USA

Novi, USA

Chicago, USA

São Paulo, BR

Joinville, BR

Singapore, SG

Kunshan, CN

New Delhi, IN

Dubai, UAE

Fujairah, UAE

Gostyń, PL

Gogolin, PL

Berlin, DE

Nordwalde, DE

Münster, DE

Sales Developement Production

Just Closer.
With know-how and experience.

Founded in 1958 | Family-owned and 
operated in the 3rd generation | 16 loca-
tions in 9 countries | 3,000 employees |  
Sales of EUR 425 million | Filtration | 
Fluid management | Crankcase ventila-
tion | Passenger car, utility vehicle and 
off-highway applications | Industrial fil- 
tration | Household and professional  
applications

Nakskov, DK

World of Filtration. 
We are close to our customers.


